
Robots and Sequencing: 1st Grade

Lesson 3: Cryptography

Robot: A robot can be defined as a mechanical device that is capable of performing a variety 
of tasks on command or according to instructions programmed in advance.  

Subject Area: Computer Science and Security/Math/English/Engineering

Grade-Level: 1st grade

Lesson Title: Sequencing, Debugging, and Cryptography

Introduction:  In this lesson students will be exposed to coding through a 
progression of skills.  At the end of the unit, students will be able to 
understand sequencing, trouble-shooting, and using an algorithm to solve a 
problem.  The unit will be used to help students make connections to Math, 
English Language Arts, and Engineering through the real world application of 
computer science learning.  The main focus of this lesson is to start the 
scafolding process of learning so that students will become educated digital 
citizens.  With such a strong focus on Math and English Language Arts for 
many teachers, computer science has not been a focus in the elementary 
education setting.  This lesson was developed with the idea that Common 
Core State Standards for Math and English Language Arts can be taught 
through a curriculum that many teachers feel that they do not have time to 
teach. 

Lesson Overview:  The purpose of this lesson is to introduce young 
learners to coding and computer security through an “unplugged” 
environment.  At the end of this unit, students will be able to understand the 
basics of sequencing, coding, debugging, and cryptography.  The frst lesson 
starts with sequencing and transitions into coding and debugging in the 
second lesson.  Finally, the third lesson uses the understanding of algorithms
to introduce students to encryption through cryptography.  

Lesson Learning Objectives:

 Understand that encryption is used to keep information or data
safe

 Understand that an algorithm is a set of steps used to solve a 
problem

Standards:



1) Computer Science

- CPP.L1:3-04 - Construct a set of statements to be acted out to accomplish a simple task.
- CT.L1:6-01 - Understand and use the basic steps in algorithmic problem-solving.
- CT.L1:6-02 - Develop a simple understanding of an algorithm using computer-free exercises.
- CT.L2-03 - Define an algorithm as a sequence of instructions that can be processed by a 

computer.
- CT.L2-06 - Describe and analyze a sequence of instructions being followed.

2) ELA:
 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.1.10: With promptin  id support, re d iiform toi l texts 

 ppropri tely complex for nr de 1.
 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.1.1: Demoistr te uiderst idiin of the orn iiz toi  id 

b sic fe tures of priit.
 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.1.3  : Kiow  id  pply nr de-level phoiics  id word  i lysis

skills ii decodiin words.
 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.1.8: With nuid ice  id support from  dults, rec ll 

iiform toi from experieices or n ther iiform toi from provided sources 
to  iswer   questoi.

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.1.1  : P rtcip te ii coll bor tve coivers tois with diverse 
p rtiers  bout grade 1 topics and texts with peers  id  dults ii sm ll  id 
l rner nroups.

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.1.1.A  : Follow  nreed-upoi rules for discussiois (e.n., 
listeiiin to others with c re, spe kiin oie  t   tme  bout the topics  id 
texts uider discussioi).

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.1.1.B  : Build oi others' t lk ii coivers tois by respoidiin 
to the commeits of others throunh multple exch ines.

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.1.1.C  : Ask questois to cle r up  iy coifusioi  bout the 
topics  id texts uider discussioi.

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.1.2: Ask  id  iswer questois  bout key det ils ii   text 
re d  loud or iiform toi preseited or lly or throunh other medi .

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.1.3: Ask  id  iswer questois  bout wh t   spe ker s ys 
ii order to n ther  dditoi l iiform toi or cl rify somethiin th t is iot 
uiderstood.

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.1.1.A: Priit  ll upper-  id lowerc se leters.
 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.1.2.B: Use eid puictu toi for seiteices.
 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.1.2.E: Spell uit unht words phoietc lly, dr wiin oi 

phoiemic  w reiess  id spelliin coiveitois.
 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.1.6: Use words  id phr ses  cquired throunh coivers tois,

re diin  id beiin re d to,  id respoidiin to texts, iicludiin usiin 
frequeitly occurriin coijuictois to sini l simple rel toiships 
(e.n., because).

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/1/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/1/1/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/1/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/1/1/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/1/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/1/10/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/1/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/1/2/e/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/1/2/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/1/1/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/1/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/1/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/1/8/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RF/1/1/


NGSS:

-Science and Engineering Practices

 K-2-ETS1-1: Asking questions and defning problems in K-2 builds on 
prior experiences and progresses to simple descriptive questions.

o Ask questions based on observations to fnd more information 
about the natural and/or designed world

o Defne a simple problem that can be solved through the 
development or a new or improved object or tool

-Disciplinary Core Ideas

 ET S1.A: Defning and Delimiting Engineering Problems
o A situation that people want to change or create can be 

approached as a problem to be solved through engineering.
o Asking questions, making observations, and gathering 

information are helpful in thinking about problems.
o Before beginning to design a solution, it is important to clearly 

understand the problem.

Engage:  “Secret Number”

- In this activity students will be using their previous knowledge of 
programming and coding to determine a secret number.  The secret
number will then be used as an introduction to having a “key” when
encrypting and decrypting information.  The students will be given a
4x4 grid that will have random numbers located in each box.  The 
students will then use a code/program to fnd the secret number. 
Teacher will need to draw the grid on the whiteboard or overhead.  
The numbers and code can be changed as many times as teacher 
determines.  The activity can be repeated as many times as needed
to achieve student understanding.

- This activity can be extended to student choice of secret number.  
Students will simply need to select a number and then write the 
code to use to arrive at that number.

Student Directions:

You need to fnd the secret number.  You are going to be given a 4xx4x 
grid that has numbers randomly distributed throughout.  Your job is to 
use the code given to you to fnd the secret number.



4x5 28 67 20
38 12 94x 4x8
68 14x 57 75
Start
Here

82 99 33

Explore:  “Secret Words”

- In this activity students will be using a 4x7 grid that has the English 
alphabet spaced out within the boxes.  The students will be given 
lines of code to determine what the secret words are.  The words 
can be anything that you would like to use or it could be the 
vocabulary words for this lesson.  The sheet for the vocabulary 
words is attached.

Student Instructions:

You need to fnd the secret words!  The words are secret and so you must 
use the lines of code to fgure out each letter of the word.  There are fve 
words that you must fgure out.  You can work as a team or you can work 
individually.  Good luck!

Explain: Algorithms and Encryption

Vocabulary:

1) Task: a piece of work to be done  
2) Cipher: a secret or disguised way of writing a code (Code: a system of symbols 

substituted for letters for the purposes of secrecy.)
3) Encrypt: the process of changing letters into symbols to prevent access
4) Algorithm: a list of rules in order to solve a problem
5) Key: the set of instructions used to encrypt or decrypt messages

- In this section the students will be discussing the vocabulary words 
in order to understand the process of encryption.  Students will 
need to understand that a task needs to be determined (encrypting
a word, or message).  They will then need to use a cipher to 
encrypt the message.  From here, they will then need to use an 
algorithm to decipher or decrypt the message.  It is important to 



tell students that the same algorithm does not need to be used to 
get to the answer (they can start moving right instead of moving 
up, they can move up and down, left and right) as long as the 
algorithm used helps them to arrive at the answer.

- Some students will recognize that an algorithm is the same thing as
a line of code.  This is a great discussion to have with kids.  An 
algorithm is a set of steps used to solve a problem.  However, 
without

Elaborate: Caesar Cipher 

- In this activity, students will be using the Caesar cipher to create 
their own encrypted messages.  The students will need to create 
their encrypted message and then have the students in the group 
“run” the code to make sure that it creates the desired message.  
Once the message has been “debugged,” the students will pass the
message to another group and have them decipher the code using 
the designated key for the cipher.  It is important to remember to 
use the vocabulary from all the lessons when talking or discussing 
the process with the students.

Student Instructions:

- Now that you have learned how to use a Caesar cipher, you 
will be creating your own encrypted messages to send to 
friends and classmates.  The frst thing you will need to do 
is decide what kind of a shift you would like to use.  The 
second thing you should do is create a short message that is
NOT encrypted.  Once you have checked the spelling of your
message for accuracy, count how many letters your word or 
message has.  Then, draw the same number of blanks that 
your message has.  Finally, going letter by letter, encrypt 
your message using the selected shift. 


